Friday November 15th - Jam out with Centro and Las Cafeteras at the Wisconsin Union Theater

Presents

4th ANNUAL EVENING OF DREAMING - ESPERANZA

In partnership with Wisconsin Public Television and The Wisconsin Union Theater
Featuring celebrated bands
Las Cafeteras
LADAMAS

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15th 8PM
WISCONSIN UNION THEATER

Shannon Hall

This event has been updated from its original date and time. Please make note.
TICKET INFORMATION:

**EXCLUSIVE: discounted tickets with VIP reception following the show available for Centro supporters and youth only!**

With the generous support of our partners, Centro supporters can attend the show at a discounted rate (see prices below)! This rate also includes a pass to attend the VIP reception with the band following the show. The VIP reception is free to attend and reserved for Centro supporters with a suggested donation of $20/person.

- Tickets for Centro youth (up to age 18): $10 (50% off)
- Centro Supporter/Agency Partner Discount: $26 (Memorial Union Member Price)

**USE DISCOUNT CODE:** CentroNov19
ABOUT THE EVENT

THIS EVENT HAS BEEN UPDATED

Centro Hispano of Dane County (Centro) has been offered an exceptional opportunity to take the annual Evening of Dreaming to the Wisconsin Union Theater this year for a concert with world-renowned bands Las Cafeteras and LADAMA!

Reserve your spot today to join us and other Centro supporters on Friday November 15th at the Wisconsin Union Theater for a night of fun and incredible music by some of the most innovative players in fusion music today.

Centro’s Evening of Dreaming, presented in collaboration with Wisconsin Public Television and the Wisconsin Union Theater, focuses on celebrating the diversity of our cultures in thought-provoking and whimsical ways.
ABOUT THE MUSIC

Las Cafeteras is a Chicano band from East Los Angeles, California. Their music binds together spoken word and folk music, with traditional Son Jarocho, Afro-Mexican music and zapateado dancing. Las Cafeteras sing in English, Spanish, and Spanglish and add a remix of sounds, from rock to hip-hop to rancheras.

LADAMA is a group of four women, virtuosic musicians, and educators—each from a different country and culture of the Americas, who are sisters in song, rhythm and spirit. Harnessing music from their respective countries of origin—Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela and the United States. Their music fuses sounds from South America and the Caribbean with soul, R&B, and pop.

More information about the event can be found here.
Check out Las Cafeteras hit single TIEMPOS DE AMOR and read about the impact of the song here.
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